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CHAPTER 17: AS ONE CENTURY ENDS, ANOTHER BEGINS 
Section 2: Keeping the World Safe 
 
Directions: Use the information from pages 648-661 to complete the following statements. 
 
Introduction 
 
1. In 1980, President Jimmy _____________ was defeated in his bid for a second term. Voters 

instead turned to 69-year-old Ronald ____________, a former _________ and governor of 

__________________. 

2. By 1991, the _________________ had collapsed, as its ____________ republics declared their 

___________________. 

3. However, the new millennium was marked by a new form of warfare—____________ (an act of 

violence aimed at ___________________ or __________________ others). 

Operation Desert Storm 

4. On August 2, 1990, Iraq invaded and occupied neighboring ___________, hoping to seize 

Kuwait’s ___________ and gain a port on the _________________. 

5. The United States, under the leadership of President George H. W. _________, led a 

__________________ of twenty-six nations to free Kuwait. 

6. “Operation ____________________” was the name given to a five-month build-up of military 

forces in __________________ and the _________________ region. 

7. Operation Desert Shield became “Operation Desert ___________” on January 16, 1991. 

8. At first, Desert Storm was almost entirely a war of air ___________________ by ______ forces. 

9. In February 1991, an intensive ____________ offensive was launched and was so overwhelming 

that a _______________ was declared ________ days later. 

10. One West Virginian who played a prominent role in the _____________ was Admiral T. Joseph 

_______________ from Powellton. 

11. During the Gulf War, he was an _____________ to then Secretary of ___________ Richard 
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Cheney. 

12. Lopez was awarded the Navy ___________________ Service Medal and the __________ Star. 

13. In 1993, a _________ exploded in the parking garage under the __________________________ 

in New York City. 

Operation Enduring Freedom 

14. One incident ____________ America forever. It was 8:45 a.m. on ___________________, 2001. 

15. News reports said that an American Airlines ___________ filled with passengers had flown into 

the __________ Tower of New York City’s World Trade Center. 

16. Minutes later, cameras caught a ______________ passenger jet as it flew into the ____________ 

Tower at 9:03 a.m. 

17. American Airlines Flight 77 bound for _______________ was hijacked. It left Dulles 

International Airport in Washington D.C., crossed the _______________ River, and crashed into 

the _______________. 

18. Most of the thirty-seven passengers on a __________ flight—United Flight 93—were 

__________________ who left Newark International Airport at 8:41 a.m. en route to 

______________________, California. 

19. Realizing that their _____________ plane was about to be used as a ___________, a number of 

the passengers ____________ the hijackers and the cockpit. 

20. The airplane crashed in a ____________ area in southwestern _______________________. 

21. Immediately after September 11, President George W. __________ declared a national 

________________ and called upon Congress to give him _______ powers. 

22. The United States determined that ______________ (an _____________ group of Islamist 

terrorists) was responsible for the _________________ attacks. 

23. Al-Qaeda was based in ______________________, where it was protected by the ___________. 

24. U.S. government leaders gave the Taliban an __________________ to close _____________ 
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training camps, hand over al-Qaeda ______________, and return all foreign nationals who had 

been ______________ detained in Afghanistan. 

25. When the Taliban government ___________ the ultimatum, President Bush led a ____________ 

of seventy nations in an attack on al-Qaeda leader __________________________ camps in 

Afghanistan. 

26. The operation, called “_________________________,” began on October 7, 2001. 

27. By the end of March __________, the Taliban had been _____________ from power, and the al-

Qaeda _____________ in Afghanistan had been destroyed. 

28. The Martinsburg-based 167th ________________ flew missions in Afghanistan that included 

transporting war ______________ as well as the ____________ of United States servicemen 

killed in action. 

29. Shortly after the September 11 attack, West Virginia Senator ___________________ was 

instrumental in passing an $8.3 billion _______________ defense package. 

30. Before September 11, the Memorial ________________ on the West Virginia ______________, 

which had been closed when the turnpike was upgraded to ______________ standards, was 

converted into an ___________________ training center. 

31. Another step in fighting the war on _______________ was the creation of the Department of 

____________________________ in 2002. 

Operation Iraqi Freedom 

32. In September 2002, President _________ addressed the United Nations about the danger posed 

by ___________. 

33. In November 2002, the UN ___________ Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1441 

warning Iraq that it faced “serious _________________” if it continued to violate the various 

UN resolutions. 

34. On March 19, 2003, President Bush addressed the ____________ to explain that our nation was 
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at war once again—involved in an operation that was dubbed “Operation _________________.” 

35. On May 1, President Bush declared the ___________ phase of the war with Iraq ended, although 

the ____________ still needed our help to regain control of their country. 

36. Iraq’s dictator, _____________________________, was finally captured by U.S. troops in 

December 2003 and hanged for crimes against ________________ on December 30, 2006. 

37. The __________ of supporting the continued presence of these _________ in Iraq became an 

issue during the ________________ election of 2008. 

Reevaluating Foreign Relations 

38. Donald Trump’s slogan when he was running for president was “____________________”. 

39. Trump complained that the U.S. had spent _____________ of dollars to build a strong 

_______________ to defend countries in ________________ and _____________. 

40. After Donald Trump became president, U.S. ____________ with foreign countries changed. 

41. His ________________ feared his message meant the United States would _________ from 

global relationships. 

42. One of Trump’s first orders as president was to _________ the U.S. from the TPP (Trans-

__________ Partnership) is aimed at slowing China’s growing ______________ power. 

43. NAFTA (North American _______ Trade Agreement) was another agreement President Trump 

opposed. 

44. Trump claimed the agreement (NAFTA) had resulted in a trade _________ in the United States. 

45.Trump became the first _________ U.S. president to meet with a leader of _________________. 

46. On June 12, __________ President Donald Trump and (North Korean leader) Kim ___________ 

met in Singapore. 

47. On February 26, _________ President Trump and Kim Jong-un held a second _____________ 

meeting in Hanoi, ______________. 

48. The meeting ended ____________ when it became apparent that Kim Jong-un was not ________ 
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to give up his ____________ program and Trump was not ___________ to lift all U.S. 

___________ against North Korea. 

Special Feature: The Role of West Virginia Manufacturing in Arming the U.S. Military 

49. Equipment used by the U.S. ____________ has been made in West Virginia for more than 

___________ years. 

50. Aurora _________ Services produces key components of the _______________________, an 

unmanned _________ surveillance vehicle that gives battlefield commanders 

_______________________ images. 

51. FMW Composite Systems began manufacturing ___________________ for the military in 1993 

and today produces ____________carbon ___________ using in aircraft. 

52. Orbital ATK operates Allegany _______________ which produces rocket motors, 

________________, and precision ____________ parts. 

53. In 2018, Orbital ATK completed three consecutive ground-based ____________ firings of an 

___________________ high-performance-propellant rocket motor for ___________ missiles. 
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